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ABSTRACT A review is conducted to deeply analyse andmap the research landscape of current technologies

in finger vein (FV) biometric authentication in medical systems into a coherent taxonomy. This research

focuses on articles related to the keywords ‘biometrics’, ‘finger veins’ and ‘verification’ and their variations

in three major databases, namely, Web of Science, ScienceDirect and IEEE Xplore. The final set of collected

articles related to FV biometric authentication systems is divided into software- and hardware-based systems.

In the first category, software development attempts are described. The experiment results, frameworks,

algorithms and methods that perform satisfactorily are presented. Moreover, the experiences obtained from

conducting these studies are discussed. In the second category, hardware development attempts are described.

The final articles are discussed from three aspects, namely, (1) number of publications, (2) problem

type, proposed solutions, best results and evaluation methods in the included studies and (3) available

databases containing different scientific work collected from volunteers, such as staff and students. The

basic characteristics of this emerging field are identified from the following aspects: motivations of using

FV biometric technology in authentication systems, open challenges that impede the technology’s utility,

authors’ recommendations and future research prospects. A new solution is proposed to address several

issues, such as leakage of biometrics that leads to serious risks due to the use of stolen FV templates and

various spoofing and brute-force attacks in decentralised network architectures in medical systems, including

access points and various database nodes without a central point. This work contributes to literature by

providing a detailed review of feasible alternatives and research gaps, thereby enabling researchers and

developers to develop FV biometric authentication medical systems further. Insights into the importance

of such a technology and its integration into different medical applications and fields are also provided.

INDEX TERMS Biometrics, finger veins, blockchain technology, authentication, verification, decentralised

network architecture.

I. INTRODUCTION

Biometrics is defined in the digital information field as

an authentication system that performs object identification

The associate editor coordinating the review of this manuscript and

approving it for publication was Yassine Maleh .

by exploiting special human physical features, such as iris,

fingerprints, face, finger veins (FVs) and hand geometry.

Authentication systems also exploit other behavioural fea-

tures, such as voice and gait, to perform object identifica-

tion. Biometrics-based authentication systems have recently

become useful in applications where reliable identification
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TABLE 1. Properties of different biometric authentication types.

or verification is required [1], [147]–[149]. Current man-

agement of difficult security issues usually depends on the

use of human biological biometrics that are extremely spe-

cific that they cannot be easily copied or stolen. Traditional

authentication systems, which typically identify individuals

by using keys or passwords, may be unsafe because these

passcodes can be stolen or forgotten; however, this new

authentication technology can be used to improve other iden-

tification methods, such as those that depend on the use of

magnetic cards [2]. The FV biometric authentication sys-

tem was developed and patented by Hitachi in 2005. This

technology is currently used for individual authentication

in many applications, such as credit card verification, vehi-

cle security, employee attendance time tracking, end-point

security and automated teller machines (ATMs). Researchers

consider this biometricmethod a potential technique due to its

numerous advantages, such as effectiveness in living humans,

contact-less implementation, high security, low cost, use of

small equipment and minimal defects. The characteristics

of various biometric authentication methods are compared

in Table 1.

Existing applications of biometrics include door access,

financial security systems, controlled border crossing and

attendance systems. The roles of FV biometrics in numer-

ous security systems have also been enumerated. These

roles include access control, electronic passport authentica-

tion and individual authentication. Different biometric tech-

niques have been proposed and developed in the past two

decades [3]. FV biometrics is more resistant to forgery and

replication compared with other types because veins are

inside the human body and invisible to human eyes. Further-

more, users cannot be tracked in the future due to the absence

of physical contact between customers and sensor devices.

The development of FV biometric systems involves

two aspects, namely, software and hardware components.

Hardware components pertain to imaging devices, the most

common of which are the near-infrared (NIR) LED light

source (760–1000 nm) that can pass through the skin of the

finger and the CCD camera that is used for the acquisition of

vein images. Other basic components are also involved; for

example, a database is used to save FV templates, where the

finger is placed between the NIR light source and CCD cam-

era [4]. During imaging, haemoglobin in the blood absorbs

the infrared light and consequently appears as dark lines,

and the vein reflections are more visible than those in other

areas of the finger. The software aspect involves four major

steps, namely, acquisition of FV images, pre-processing, fea-

ture extraction and classification (matching). The processing

sequence during user enrolment is shown in Figure 1a.

During image acquisition, FV images are captured using

an imaging device. These images are affected by several

factors, such as blood pressure, human body temperature and

environmental side effects. Pre-processing is performed to

improve image quality. Pre-processing consists of region of

interest (ROI) extraction, image background removal and fil-

ter implementation [5]. Feature extraction is the most impor-

tant step in the authentication operation. In this step, several

features, such as edges and curves, are extracted from FV

images by using descriptors, such as the maximum curvature

method or local binary patterns (LBPs) [6]. The final step

is user verification, where the same sequence of processing

is adopted but with an extra step, namely, matching. During

this step, the pattern received from enrolment location and

the pattern saved in the system database are compared to

determine whether the user is genuine or an impostor. The

user verification operation is shown in Figure 1b.

Many technologies in hardware architectures are used in

this field to obtain high accuracy and rapid processing. These

technologies and software are mainly used to enhance FV

images, extract image features and conduct matching. One of

the most challenging problems is biometric leakage, which

poses critical risks; for instance, stolen biometric informa-

tion can be utilised to launch repetitive attacks, and this

circumstance is difficult to detect [7]. Thus, the available

studies and challenges in this field must be explored. Several

scholars [8]–[10] have reviewed FV biometric technology.

However, they analysed the techniques applied in FV identi-

fication approaches on the basis of three stages, namely, pre-

processing, feature extraction and classification, to identify

individual identities. They did not examine the development

of FV biometrics on the basis of software components in

terms of data protection and data size reduction. Moreover,

they did not discuss the development of FV biometrics on the

basis of hardware components.

The present work aims to contribute to the future devel-

opment of FV biometric verification system-based software

and hardware components via the exploration of the existing

techniques and issues in this research field. This work strives
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FIGURE 1. a) User enrolment operation. b) User verification operation.

to highlight new disruptive technologies and provide a plat-

form for further studies through a comprehensible classifica-

tion and identification of the features and characteristics of

evolving studies on this topic.

The arrangement of this article is as follows. Section 1

explains basic information on FV biometrics and the main

contributions and objectives of this study. Section 2 describes

the method used. Section 3 presents the search results and

statistical information. Sections 4 and 5 introduce the clas-

sification of selected studies and discussions, respectively.

Sections 6, 7 and 8 present the proposed solution, the limi-

tations of this study and the conclusions, respectively.

II. METHOD

This study examined articles on FV biometric technology.

The articles addressed the implementation of FV biometrics

in various domains with regard to development based on soft-

ware and hardware components. The methodology adopted

in the current study is based on the Preferred Reporting

Items for Systematic Reviews andMeta-Analyses (PRISMA)

protocol_ [11], [12]. PRISMA is an evidence-based mini-

mum set of items for reporting in systematic reviews and

meta-analyses. We proposed a systematic review protocol

(Figure 2). This protocol is explained in the following.

This study focused only on the following categories of

previous work: those written in English, those that focused

on multi- or uni-biometrics and those that reported an inves-

tigation of human physical features (e.g. normal finger-

prints, the face and palm geometry) or human behavioural

biometric features (e.g. voice and gait). However, human

FV biometrics was excluded from the search. The search

for relevant articles was conducted using the keywords

‘biometrics’, ‘finger veins’ and ‘verification’. The digital

databases used for the article search included IEEE Xplore,

Web of Science (WoS) and ScienceDirect [13]–[16]. A suf-

ficient number of studies on FV biometric technology cov-

ering a wide scope of disciplines can be obtained from these

databases (Figure 2).
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FIGURE 2. Search protocol used in article selection.

During the retrieval process, search, selection and cat-

egorisation of relevant studies from these databases were

carried out in three screening and filtering iteration pro-

cesses [17]–[20]. In the first iteration process, duplicate arti-

cles were eliminated [21]–[24]. The second iteration process

involved the identification and elimination of all unrelated

articles by scanning the titles and abstracts. The third itera-

tion entailed a full-text review of all the articles that passed

the second iteration process. The same eligibility criteria were

utilised in all the iteration steps. The final set of articles

comprised those that covered different FV biometrics-related

topics. The search was conducted near the end of July 2018 in

consideration of newly published articles. The search string

was modified to allow it to correspond to the formatting

requirements of each database. The general strategy used

was as follows: (biometric OR ‘bio-metric’ OR ‘bio metric’)

AND (‘finger veins’ OR ‘finger vein’ OR ‘vein finger-

print’ OR ‘veins fingerprint’ OR ‘vein’ OR ‘veins’) AND

(verification). According to the ISO/IEC 2382-37 standard,

biometric recognition encompasses biometric verification

(one-to-one matching) and biometric identification (one-to-

many matching). Thus, this study focused on verification

rather than identification.

Book chapters, letters and short correspondences were

excluded from the search results by using the advanced search

options in the search engines in order to have access to

up-to-date scientific studies related to FV biometric verifica-

tion. All articles that satisfied these criteria were included.

Each article was read, analysed and summarised to facili-

tate the filtration process. With the proposed taxonomy, the

selected articles were divided into two categories. The first

one describes attempts on software development and presents

the experimental results, frameworks, algorithms and meth-

ods that perform satisfactorily. It also discusses the expe-

riences obtained from conducting the studies. The second

category describes attempts on hardware development.

III. SEARCH RESULTS AND STATISTICAL INFORMATION

The search yielded 492 articles. Amongst these articles,

297 were retrieved from ScienceDirect, and 92 and 103 were
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FIGURE 3. Taxonomy of literature on FV biometric authentication.

retrieved from IEEE Xplore and WoS, respectively. The

retrieved articled were filtered to identify those published

from 2007 to 2018. Fifty-one duplicates were identified from

the 492 retrieved articles in the first stage of the three-phase

screening iterations, and they were subsequently removed.

Another 260 articles were removed in the second iteration

process after the titles and abstracts of the retrieved papers

were scanned. The full-text screening of the articles in the

third iteration phase resulted in the elimination of another

120 articles, leaving only 61 articles in the final set. The

remaining 61 articles were classified into different categories

and subcategories. The first category (52/61; 85.24%) con-

tained articles on developing various protection means, algo-

rithms, methods, architectures, techniques and other similar

contributions. These articles attempted to develop or design

FV biometric authentication systems via software develop-

ment, with the aim of proposing a solution to issues in secu-

rity, accuracy, quality of FV images, feature extraction and

computational time and cost implication of each authentica-

tion technique. The second category (9/61; 14.75%) included

studies that aimed for development through hardware com-

ponents. Several patterns were observed from literature, and

a taxonomy was created, as shown in Figure 3. Several sub-

categories with overlapping areas were also noted.

Human biometrics-based authentication systems,

especially those that depend on emerging FV authentication

technology, have recently been employed in numerous appli-

cations where thorough human identification and verification

are needed. The distributions of the selected articles’ designs

and development are listed in Table 2.

A. SOFTWARE-BASED DEVELOPMENT DESIGN

As shown in the article taxonomy described in Figure 3

(development of FV biometrics based on software), 52 of

the 61 articles focused on software proposal. This category
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TABLE 2. Classification of development and design articles.

comprised methods, algorithms, means of protection and

novel techniques that assisted in addressing the issues associ-

ated with systems for FV authentication. These issues include

improving image acquisition quality, securing FV templates,

enhancing the feature extraction process from FV images,

ensuring the accuracy of FV pattern matching and improving

the general efficiency of FV authentication systems. This cat-

egory of articles was further sub-classified into the following:

1) PROTECTION OF FV BIOMETRIC DATA

The first sub-group (10 out of the 52 articles) involved the

protection of FV biometric data. The studies in this group

focused on securing FV pattern information. Biometric data

(template) acquisition in this category was carried out after

the individual enrolment step. However, in this method,

the template information cannot be changed or replaced if

it is stolen by an attacker because such information does

not change throughout the life of the human owner. There-

fore, the development of new technologies that can ensure

the protection of biometric templates has received extensive

interest. The security of the information in biometric verifica-

tion systems should be ensured because of their confidential

and private nature. Hence, additional studies that extensively

focus on protection against spoofing and information leakage

should be conducted. We need to answer the question of

whether FV biometrics is cancellable or not to explain the

various methods that have been proposed for protecting FV

biometric pattern data in terms of the nature of FV biometrics

that has been created.

a: NON-CANCELLABLE FV BIOMETRIC TEMPLATES

Study [25] used a new algorithm to determine the positions

of intersection points in FV and generated an encryption key

from these features to extract non-cancellable patterns. The

FV pattern cryptosystem is secure against offline brute-force

attacks (FAR) that may be conducted to acquire the original

image, which can be used for the decryption of encrypted

shares by utilising the same secret key in the protection

template according to an optimal sequential fusion for multi-

biometric cryptosystems [26].

Study [27] presented multi-biometric finger cryptosystems

in various fusion strategies that have been implemented to

fuse normal fingerprint, FV, finger knuckle print and finger

geometry modalities in each individual enrolment and ver-

ification for encrypting and storing finger patterns in the

database. This multi-biometric finger cryptosystem focuses

on the difficulty of decoding an individual fuzzy commitment

scheme as the primary security analysis of cryptosystems in

human finger multi-biometrics.

b: CANCELLABLE FV BIOMETRIC TEMPLATES

Mostmethods used in FV biometric protection generate a bio-

key from extracted features. However, they are insufficient

with regard to accuracy and security bit length, as men-

tioned in [28]. In general, bio-key schemes are of three main

types: fuzzy vault, fuzzy commitment and dynamic bio-key

generation. This study proposed a new bio-key generation

method called Fountain Valley High School (FVHS) algo-

rithm to extract a stable and long bio-key (128–256) bit

from FV biometrics. This method combines machine learn-

ing, biometrics and cryptography technologies because these

information are vulnerable to social engineering dictionaries,

eavesdropping, spoofing and other network attacks. Another

example of using a bio-key was provided in Study [29],

which extracted the features of three biometric traits, namely,

fingerprint, retina and FV. The features were then fused at

the feature level, followed by an encryption operation. The

biometric templates were stored in a database for use in

verification operations. Study [30] used an FV and signature

authentication system that simultaneously utilises the cross

number idea and fundamental concept of compound analysis.

A visual cryptography scheme was implemented to protect

this information. Meanwhile, an FV recognition algorithm

was presented in Study [31] to secure biometric data on the

basis of deep learning and random project (FVR-DLRP).

This work proposed a new framework that uses cancellable

FV biometric templates and can keep secret information

despite password decryption. However, the confidentiality of

FV information needs enhancement. An attacker who suc-

cessfully breaks the encryption can obtain the FV biometric

features. Study [32] proposed a cancellable biometric system

based on fingerprints and FVs that combines the minutiae of

FV and fingerprint features. However, fingerprint biometrics

become unstable over time and are difficult to extract from
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the elderly and patients with diabetes. This type of biometric

is also traceable via imaging devices because of the device

contact required during enrolment.

c: NO MENTION OF THE CANCELLABLE FEATURE

Study [7] proposed a secure biometric verification scheme

that secures vein pattern information by implementing an

optical data encryption technique based on compressed sens-

ing. Vein images are secured during image capture. A micro-

mirror is used to obtain information from FVs as a cipher

key for the encryption of this information and storage of

raw images in the database. When a user needs database

access, information should be verified before the raw image is

restored from the database. Study [33] proposed an efficient

method of detecting fake FV images (print artefacts). The

technique uses total variation (FV) regularisation and LBP

descriptors to decrypt structure and noise information in the

decomposed components.

2) PRE-PROCESSING (ENHANCING FV FEATURE

REPRESENTATION)

The second sub-group (13 out of the 52 articles) focused

on FV image pre-processing, which includes various oper-

ations, such as ROI localisation, image resizing, normali-

sation, image cropping and improvement, minimising the

noise of vein patterns and increasing the contrast of vein

images, to enhance and prepare the quality of these images

for the next step (i.e. processing). This step should be imple-

mented because input vein images from scanners may contain

unwanted data.

Study [5] used the auto-encoder method in learning

enhanced features to illustrate FV images. A benefit of using

an auto-encoder is enhanced image quality and smoothing,

which enables the determination and discrimination of FV

features. Another benefit is the learning of these features by

using a self-taught learning technique, in which the auto-

encoder learns the improved value for the weights of the

invisible layer to adjust the output that is equivalent to the

input layer. However, the images must be cropped to remove

redundant parts before enhancement. Study [34] used aGabor

filter to enhance an FV image and applied thinning to obtain

the skeleton of FVs in preparation for feature extraction.

Study [35] presented a learning model for extracting and

retrieving the features of FVs by using limited a priori

knowledge. This work presented a segmentation model that

has been applied to an FV authentication system; a con-

volutional neural network (CNN)-based approach was also

developed to predict the probability of pixels from the vein

image background. This operation is applied by learning

deep feature representation. Study [36] focused on creat-

ing a new model to improve the peak signal-to-noise ratio

(PSNR). Picture components with a high level of quality

were compared with a TV model. Study [37] proposed an FV

verification system based on a multi-scale filter to enhance

the matching results and the quality of FV images cap-

tured under non-uniform illumination. Study [38] developed

a direction–variance–boundary constraint search model for

FV biometrics for four-step restoration to reconstruct dam-

aged FV patterns. Study [39] proposed an FV verifica-

tion framework with manifold learning based on orthogonal

neighbourhood-preserving projections to enhance the quality

of FV images. Moreover, Study [40] presented a support vec-

tor machine (SVM) technique and an FV pattern authentica-

tion system based on principal component analysis (PCA) for

image pre-processing and feature extraction by using linear

discriminant analysis. However, this work focused on pre-

processing rather than processing. Study [41] proposed a new

FV recognition method based on a graph and transferred this

graph to binary FV patterns. Study [42] focused on enhancing

FV features by proposing a new approach to decrease the

equal error rate (EER) in biometric verification systems rather

than human perception decisions. Study [43] proposed a gra-

dient feature selection algorithm and found that the features

extracted from enhanced FV images provide the best dis-

crimination capability in image intensity. The combination of

gradient directionality and intensity outperforms the gradient

feature alone. Study [44] focused on the matching process

in an authentication system, and images were investigated to

verify a person and improve the handling of FV segmentation

problems. Study [45] proposed a modified unsharp mask

(MUM) with a log-Gabor filter to enhance the sharpness and

contrast of FV images.

3) PROCESSING (ENHANCING FV FEATURE

EXTRACTION AND RECOGNITION)

The third sub-group (26 out of the 52 articles) focused on

FV image processing, in which the FV feature operation is

implemented for the extraction and preparation of images for

the next step (i.e. processing). This operation is performed

on vein patterns where networks of blood veins are usually

stable. These patterns cannot be modified unless separated

by external factors. Thus, the FV network structure was

described in these studies by using several methods with

reliable results.

Study [1] proposed a new method based on multimodal

finger biometrics called band-limited phase-only correlation

to measure the similarity of FV patterns. Study [2] developed

a new individual verification system by using FV biometrics

based on the artificial neural network (ANN) to distinguish

FV images. Study [3] proposed a new method based on a

personalised best patch map and veins for efficient perfor-

mance with high accuracy. Study [4] presented a driver veri-

fication system based on FV biometrics and ANN to develop

training and check modules. Study [46] proposed the use of

the local line binary pattern (LLBP) as a feature extraction

technique. Robust features can be extracted from patterns

with vague veins. In Study [47], PCA was performed in real

time to provide end-to-end authentication depending on the

FV biometric patterns. Study [48] proposed a new method

based on two models, namely, FV and finger shape, by using

index and middle fingers. Study [49] developed a new multi-

instance method and evaluated it by using multi-FV based on
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score-level fusion. Study [50] presented a new method based

on a hybrid histogram descriptor to address the weaknesses of

line- and point-based FV feature extraction and used binary

gradient contour. The histogram of competitive orientations

and magnitudes was proposed as a local descriptor for FV

feature extraction in Study [51]. Study [52] contributed a

new chain code-based feature extraction method combined

with fusion techniques of image skeletons. Study [53] applied

a new method in which pre-processing and processing are

enhanced. However, this method focuses more on processing

than pre-processing. A system that uses a bank of Gabor

filters was proposed for utilising FV features at various direc-

tions and scales. Study [54] developed a method for extract-

ing robust features from FV images in verification systems

via FV biometrics and for extracting features with a global

layout and local detailed information. This method is based

on the bag-of-words concept and learns several robust and

discriminative visual words from local base features, such as

LBP. Study [55] presented a method based on the geometrical

features of the intensity field to simplify the extraction of

features from unclear vein patterns.

Study [56] proposed a new individual verification scheme

based on FV and neural network techniques and found that

using an adaptive neuro-fuzzy inference system shows good

performance of the back-propagation network in terms of

user verification based on FV biometrics. Study [57] pro-

posed an FV verification method based on deep CNN for

achieving improved performance. Study [58] developed an

FV authentication system that uses a multi-instanceminutiae-

based matching method that is implemented in a unified

minutia alignment and clipping manner depending on the

genetic algorithm and k-modified Hausdorff distance mea-

surement. Study [59] proposed an occurrence probability

matrix (OPM) for matching two templates to maintain sta-

bility during matching. Study [60] presented a singular-value

decomposition-based minutiae matching (SVDMM) method

for FV authentication. Study [61] introduced a new design of

a novel point set matching algorithm for the non-parametric

matching of patch layouts to obtain high efficiency for tree

models and high levels of accuracy in problems related to

authentication and recognition. Study [62] used an ANN vein

methodology to match FV patterns and enhance matching

accuracy. Study [63] focused on using multi-modal biomet-

rics, including FVs, to enhance matching accuracy. In this

work, a score-level fusion method based on a triangular

norm was developed to provide highly accurate matching.

Study [64] proposed multi-modal verification systems based

on face and FV authentication; multi-level score-level fusion

was applied, and the impostor and genuine scores were com-

bined using fuzzy fusion. Study [65] proposed a new method

of FV feature description using adaptive vector field esti-

mation. Study [66] presented a new method of FV feature

extraction and enhancement and developed the hierarchical

hyper-sphere model (HHsM) by using granular computing.

Moreover, Study [67] proposed an FV recognition framework

that consists of an anatomical structure analysis-based vein

extraction algorithm and matching.

4) DATA SIZE AND ENHANCEMENT OF RESPONSE TIME

The fourth sub-group (3 out of the 52 articles) focused on

reducing the size of FV databases to minimise the com-

putation complexity and time consumed during processing.

Study [68] developed a new smart algorithm based on ASIFT

featurematching for FV biometrics to reduce the computation

complexity in large FV databases. Study [69] proposed a

new matching method for FV patterns to increase accuracy.

This study focused on reducing the complexity of the system

and the FV database to be used in the authentication system.

Study [70] presented a method of obtaining responses from a

database in an acceptable time (retrieval solution); the tech-

nique was then used in iterative line tracking. This method

aligns FV to a fixed location in the patterns in addition to

extracting FV features.

B. HARDWARE-BASED DEVELOPMENT AND DESIGN

As shown in the taxonomy presented in Figure 3, develop-

ment studies based on hardware components (9 out of the

61 articles) focused on the design of full hardware system

architectures and the design and/or development of devices

for FV authentication systems. This category can be divided

into two sub-categories.

1) BASED ON A FPGA

Study [71] proposed a new approach for FPGA implemen-

tation that depends on an embedded system by using FV

biometric authentication to achieve high biometric recogni-

tion rates even with limited resource systems in real time.

Studies [6], [72] and [73] attempted to develop an individual

authentication system based on FV biometric patterns by

implementing the system in FPGA. Recognition was per-

formed in the FPGA instead of a central server because many

authentication systems work in unreliable environments.

2) BASED ON A NEW SENSOR (IMAGING DEVICE)

Study [74] proposed a new imaging device for simultaneous

FV and fingerprint acquisition and a new FV recognition

algorithm. Studies [75], [76] and [77] focused on the devel-

opment and/or design of an imaging device that can capture

either only FV or FVwith another biometrics simultaneously;

this device presents certain advantages, such as sufficient

robustness, low cost and user friendliness. Study [78] pro-

posed a biometric multi-modal authentication system based

on a DCNN. Given that the image acquisition positions and

light in imaging environments vary from time to time, a CNN

NIR light camera sensor was used to address the problem.

IV. CLASSIFICATION OF ARTICLES

This section classifies and discusses the final set of articles

from three aspects: (1) number of publications; (2) problem

type, proposed solutions, best results and evaluation methods

in the included studies; and (3) available databases from
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FIGURE 4. Publication trends in the three databases.

different scientific work collected from volunteers, such as

staff, students and other individuals.

A. DISTRIBUTION OF ARTICLES DEPENDING ON THE

NUMBER OF PUBLICATION

Figure 4 shows the number of publications in the three

databases, namely, IEEE Xplore, ScienceDirect and WoS,

for each year in the period 2007–2018. A marked increase

in publication rate was observed during 2018 with regard

to the development of authentication systems based on FV

biometric technology.

B. DISTRIBUTION BASED ON PROBLEM TYPE, PROPOSED

SOLUTIONS, BEST RESULTS AND EVALUATION

METHODS IN INCLUDED STUDIES

This section classifies the articles into groups according to

the technical problems, proposed solutions, best experimental

performance results and matrix evaluation methods utilised

to evaluate the proposed solution. This distribution will help

researchers and developers identify and avoid critical chal-

lenges. Furthermore, this classification can assist in checking

for the best results (state of the art) and appropriate evaluation

methods for use.

1) TECHNICAL PROBLEMS IN PREVIOUS STUDIES

Seven types of technical problems were experienced in the

previous studies, and they are shown in Figure 5. The first

type of technical problems discussed by several studies is

the protection of FV biometrics in the verification system

by using either uni-biometrics (FV biometrics) or multi-

biometrics, which include FV biometrics as a part of the veri-

fication system. In Study [7], the technical problem was how

to secure FV biometrics during the imaging stage. Studies

[6], [25]–[28] and [30]–[32] attempted to solve the problem

of leakage of FV pattern information from the authentication

system. The last two studies under this type of problem are

[29] and [33], which attempted to protect the FV authentica-

tion system from several attacks, such as spoofing or use of

printed versions of FV biometrics by unauthorised persons to

access the system’s services.

The second type of technical problems relates to FV fea-

ture extraction from FV images. Studies [4], [44], [50]–[52]

and [55] focused on enhanced feature extraction perfor-

mance. Study [46] concentrated on the time consumed during

FV feature extraction, and Study [74] focused on the cost

imaging device that can be used in capture operation. Studies

[38], [48] and [66] tackled the problem of feature extraction

accuracy.

The third type of technical problems relates to enhancing

the FV pattern recognition rate and matching accuracy that

affect the entire system’s performance. Studies [1], [3], [40],

[53] and [67] focused on improving the FV pattern recog-

nition rate. Studies [57], [59] and [62] concentrated on the

accuracy of the FV feature matching problem. Studies [63]

and [71]–[73] focused on enhancing the performance of the

entire FV verification system.

The fourth type of technical problems relates to the imag-

ing devices used during the user enrolment stage. Study [49]

developed a multi-biometric identification system, but the

system may need extra imaging devices and has algorithm

complexity. Studies [54], [60] and [77] focused on traditional

problems facing verification systems, namely, rotation, trans-

lation and deformation of FV images. Studies [75] and [76]

addressed the problem of the cost of FV capture devices and

increased quality of vein images.

The fifth type of technical problems relates to FV image

quality and feature representation. Studies [5] and [65] dis-

cussed the problem of FV feature representation. Studies

[34], [36], [37], [39], [42], [43], [45], [61] and [65] focused

on the problem of FV image quality and elimination of the

effect of noise and distortion in FV images during the imaging

stage.

The sixth type relates to problems in FV input data size

that affect system performance; given a large amount of

data, system overload occurs, thus decreasing the verification

system performance [2], [56]. The seventh and last type of

technical problems relates to the time consumption during the

verification operation. This type of problem is important in

attendance checking systems [41], [70].

2) PROPOSED SOLUTIONS IN PREVIOUS STUDIES

This section highlights the solutions proposed by previous

studies according to the types of technical problems.

a: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR FV BIOMETRIC

SECURITY PROBLEMS

Several solutions were proposed in previous studies, as shown

in Figure 6. Study [6] used an FPGA board for effec-

tive and low-cost FV feature extraction and protection.

Study [7] secured FV biometrics during the imaging stage by

implementing an optical data encryption technique based on

compressed sensing. Study [25] used the extracted features to

generate an encryption key and applied the data encryption

standard algorithm to encrypt and decrypt biometric infor-

mation. Studies [26] and [27] adopted a fuzzy commitment
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FIGURE 5. Classification of technical problems in FV biometric verification systems.

scheme to protect biometric information. This procedure

combines an error correcting code and a cryptographic hash

function in the enrolment and verification phases. Study [28]

focused on secure FV information during online verifica-

tion by proposing a new bio-key generation algorithm called

FVHS, which has the advantages of biometrics and user-

key authentications. FVHS instantly generates stable and

sufficiently strong bio-key sequences from FV biometrics

during the encryption of the corresponding uniform resource

locator of different services provided by cloud computing

with the shared secret key. Study [30] performed visual

cryptography to fuse a template and preserve the security

and accuracy of the system; this scheme uses the original

biometric data wherein the vein images are divided into small

segments called shares, which are then encrypted using a

secret key.

An algorithm based on deep learning and random pro-

jections called FVR-DLRP was utilised in Study [31], and

the results showed high accuracy with an acceptable level of

security. Study [32] proposed a new multi-biometric system

based on a feature-level fusion strategy with three different

fusion options and developed it (P-DFT) into enhanced partial

discrete Fourier transform-based non-invertible transforma-

tion. This system has a high level of security. Study [29] used

a technique that adopts the RSA algorithm to protect bio-

metric information and multi-biometric authentication sys-

tems. Study [33] utilised a method for detecting presentation

attacks based on FV regularisation, block LBP and SVM. The

results showed the capability of distinguishing real and fake

FV patterns. However, a critical challenge is the leakage of

the pattern template, which can be stolen from the database

and used in spoofing attacks.
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FIGURE 6. Proposed solutions for FV security problems.

b: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR FV FEATURE

EXTRACTION PROBLEMS

Study [4] used an approach based on Radon transform for FV

feature extraction with ANN for classification. The Radon

transform focused on a small amount of data with high-

value coefficients, whereas ANNwas applied in data analysis

and FV pattern recognition. Study [44] utilised Gabor filters

with eight orientations for extracting FV features via SIFT

to identify the features of FV patterns by calculating the

number of matching SIFT and confirm the user. Study [50]

enhanced the quality of FV images to eliminate the variation

of vein locations, reduced the difference in finger location,

enhanced the visualisation of vein lines, and used local his-

togram to calculate the weight of the sign and magnitude

value from the FV descriptor. Study [51] developed a FV bio-

metric user authentication system based on a new descriptor

called histogram of competitive orientations and magnitudes.

Study [52] proposed a new algorithm that depends on the spa-

tial and orientation features of FV images to potentially elimi-

nate distortion and noise in unstable FV images. To reduce the

time of FV feature extraction, Study [46] extracted features

from FV images by using a new descriptor called LLBP.

In LLBP, the neighbourhood of data is a line, whereas in LBP,

the neighbourhood is a square. Study [74] used a low-cost

imaging device to enhance the accuracy of feature extraction

and the recognition rate. The components of this device are a

camera and NIR light sources. Study [38] proposed a method

that can restore over 10% of FV images with lost target points

and performed FV pattern restoration. Study [48] determined

the intersection point between the index and middle fingers to

select the extreme points. The height of pixels in vein images

must intercept with the abscissa of the point as a benchmark.

The image of the abscissa location remains relative to the

original point, which is the width of pixels. Study [66] con-

verted an FV image into very small granules, generated a

group of hyper-sphere granules and created a new structure

to enhance the extracted features.

c: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR FV PATTERN RECOGNITION

RATE AND MATCHING ACCURACY PROBLEMS

Several attempts were made to enhance the FV pattern recog-

nition rate. Study [1] enhanced FV pattern recognition by

using a new type of features called width–centroid contour

distance (WCCD) based on merging the width with the
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centroid contour distance (CCD) and performing an inte-

gration between FV and finger geometry. Study [3]’s fea-

ture extraction method consisted of three steps. Firstly, local

base features from partitioned pattern patches are extracted.

Secondly, a small codebook that contains visual words called

FV textures (FVTs), which are patches collected through the

k-means clustering algorithm, is learned. Thirdly, an FVT

map is used as a feature for representing the attributes of

FV patterns. The output of this method is highly accurate

and robust. Study [40] proposed an FV biometric verifica-

tion method based on PCA, implemented linear discriminant

analysis (LDA) during pre-processing to extract FV features

and defined the degree of the relationship between training

and testing sets for the evaluation of system performance.

Study [53] used normalisation, determined the ROI in FV

images, identified the characteristics of FV by using a bank

of Gabor filters and classified FV by using the nearest cosine

classifier to enhance accuracy. Study [67] extracted vein

features by using orientation map-guided curvature depend-

ing on the valley- or half-valley-shaped cross-sectional pro-

file. The matching operation used FV network calibration

to reduce the displacements. To address the accuracy of FV

feature matching problem, Study [57] focused on the opti-

misation of matching accuracy under various circumstances

by proposing a new method called deep CNN and used brute

force search to set the hyper parameters due to the very small

domain. Study [58] adopted two-step minutiae matching for

various FV recognition instances and a sharping approach

based on the genetic algorithm and k-modified Hausdorff

distance. Study [59] utilised OPM, where each element has a

stable value that corresponds to an area in the finger template

matrix. OPM defines stability during matching operations

and thus allows high-stability regions to enhance the results

of matching. Study [63] developed a new approach that uses

score-level fusion for multi-biometrics of fingers. Powerful

devices are used to provide a simple implementation for com-

plex algorithms and computations. Accordingly, the adoption

of this technology in applications requiring low-cost studies

is prevented. Studies [71], [72] and [73] developed a new

platform that uses FPGA to achieve superior performance

through the acceleration of devices and tools during image

processing.

d: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR FV IMAGING

DEVICE PROBLEMS

To address the need for extra imaging devices to capture addi-

tional FV features and high-quality FV images, Study [49]

used the index, middle and ring fingers of a hand to enrol a

user. The features of these patterns were extracted using three

different FVs in a score-level fusion strategy. An FV biomet-

ric authentication method based on the bag-of-words concept

was proposed in Study [54] to address the problem of rotation,

translation and deformation of FV images. The new method

was proven to have high accuracy and can reduce the effect

of the problem. Study [60] used the SVD method based on

minutiae matching for FV recognition to reduce the distortion

resulting from the rotation of the user’s finger. Study [77]

proposed a new image acquisition device to synchronise the

capture of FV and finger dorsal images. Study [75] proposed

an effective and low-cost imaging device that captures FV

images to solve the cost problem of FV capture device and

increase the quality of vein images. Study [76] developed

a new FV imaging device based on sparse representation to

enhance the quality of FV images and increase the recogni-

tion rate.

e: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR FV IMAGE QUALITY AND

FEATURE REPRESENTATION PROBLEMS

To solve the problem of FV feature representation, Study [5]

used a self-taught feature learning system that enhances FV

feature representation to learn a set of representative fea-

tures via auto-encoders. The proposed solution adopts an

unsupervised feature learning method without heavy pro-

cessing. Study [65] proposed a method of estimating the

curve length field (CLF) and a Gaussian weighting scheme

with CLF constraint by using vein vector fields (VVFs) for

FV features. To solve the problem in the quality of FV

images and eliminate the effect of noise and distortion in FV

images, Study [34] presented a new FV extraction method

that discovers valley structures by using curvature in ran-

dom space. Study [36] introduced a new model to improve

the quality of FV images and eliminate noise according to

fourth- and second-order partial differential equations, thus

increasing PSNR by 2 db. Study [37] performed filtering at

various scales to reduce noise, which is produced through

non-uniform illumination, low contrast and hair and skin

textile. Study [39] proposed a new framework that consists

of training and testing sections. These sections begin by pre-

processing FV images to detect ROI, followed by enhance-

ment and normalisation. This system is adequately robust

against noise and distortion. Study [42] presented a new

method for FV quality assessment based on deep neural

network to predict the quality of FV patterns by studying

the binary inputs of FV. Study [43] developed a new method

to extract FV features from distortion by using the gradient

algorithm and a matching operation adopting the Euclidean

distance algorithm. Study [45] used modified repeated line

tracking to extract high-quality FV features and eliminate FV

image sharpness. The study addressed image quality based

on un-shaping mask and the MUM algorithm. Study [61]

proposed a new method involving a joint discriminative and

generative vocabulary tree-based model for FV authentica-

tion. Study [65] presented a method of estimating CLF, in

which a spatial curve transform is used to extract FV features.

VVFs are used to enhance recognition accuracy.

f: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR FV DATABASE AND

INPUT DATA SIZE PROBLEMS

Input data size affects system performance. Large amounts

of data cause overload and decrease system performance.

Several studies focused on addressing this problem. Study [2]

used PCA to extract features from FV images and performed
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classification via ANN; the authors showed that a large

input data dimension causes system overload. Meanwhile,

the identification rate obtained with the use of an adaptive

neuro-fuzzy inference system (ANFIS) exhibits perfect per-

formance of a back-propagation (BP) network in personal

identification. Study [56] adopted PCA to extract features

from FV images and applied pattern classification through a

BP network and ANFIS to eliminate the overload produced

by a large input data size. Study [68] used a method based on

the efficient recognition and detection of the defects of FV

patterns and reduced the size of the database by implement-

ing a fuzzy scheme. This study presented a new procedure

to achieve best matching and high resistance against defect

issues in FV data. Study [69] focused on representing a par-

ticular point to reduce the required data space in FV authen-

tication applications. A method was presented to overcome

the shortcomings posed by large storage data and heavy CPU

computation requirements.

g: PROPOSED SOLUTIONS FOR TIME CONSUMPTION

PROBLEMS DURING VERIFICATION

The discriminative binary code (DBC) learning method was

proposed in Study [41] for FV recognition systems. To make

the FV pattern discriminative and representative, this method

formulates the specific problem into an optimisation problem.

The efficiency of the DBC method leads to enhanced recog-

nition rate and retrieval time. Study [70] developed a new

verification system using FV patterns for checking attendance

and discovered a means for fast searching in image databases

to obtain a response within an acceptable amount of time.

3) PERFORMANCE RESULTS AND EVALUATION METRICS

APPLIED BASED ON EXISTING TECHNIQUES

The best results of the proposed solutions that have been

evaluated using various metrics, such as false acceptance rate

(FAR) and false rejection rate (FRR), are explained in this

section. Biometric identification systems evaluate matching

accuracy and determine whether a user is genuine or not when

the user attempts to access the system. A suitable threshold

is determined. If the threshold is too low, then genuine users

will be rejected. If the threshold is too high, then impostors

will enter the system. The value of the threshold depends on

the level of security required in the system. FAR and FRR

metrics can be defined as shown at the bottom of this page.

The best results for the proposed solutions achieved by

previous studies are shown in Figure 7. Various proposed

methods were compared through analysis under translation,

rotation and noise. In terms of rotation performance, all meth-

ods, except those in [54] and [60], are affected by rotation.

FIGURE 7. Best FAR and FRR values.

The first study removed all false pairs using local extensive

binary pattern during feature extraction to enhance reliability.

In the second study, each FV imagewasmapped into amatrix,

and spatial pyramid matching was implemented to retain the

spatial layout information. By observing the possible transla-

tion in ROI, various matches were conducted by translating

one set of feature maps in the horizontal and vertical direc-

tions of three pixels. The maximum of the resulting distances

was considered the final distance.

Several methods are robust against noise, as mentioned

in Section (4.2.2.2). Figure 7 shows that Study [64] has

good results in terms of FAR, but the value of FRR is not

mentioned. In Study [3], FAR and EER are equal. The values

of the two metrics depend on the threshold value. When the

threshold is increased, FAR decreases and FRR increases

and vice versa. When FAR equals FRR, their value at this

point is called the equal error rate (EER). This value can be

used to compare various biometric systems. The best results

of EER in the proposed solutions by previous studies are

shown in Figure 8. The values of EERwere obtained from the

articles reported by the authors. Comparing the results of var-

ious proposed methods in a direct way is not logical because

these methods use different datasets in their experiments.

The type of dataset affects the results and the entire bio-

metric verification performance. Thus, a direct comparison

of different methods is difficult and sometimes impossible.

An investigation of the previous studies showed that several

methods have a very small value of EER, such as in Study [47]

where the value of ERR is 0.0009%. Figure 8 shows the value

of EER for several studies.

In biometric verification systems, accuracy measures the

number of impostor users that are accepted and the number

of genuine users that are rejected. Accuracy is affected by

the quality of features extracted during user enrolment, which

depends on the quality and angle of the camera, light and

FAR =
Number of successful attempts by impostors

Number of attemps at authentication by unauthorized users

RR =
Number of failed attemps at authentication by authorized user

Number of attemps at authenticationby genuine users
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FIGURE 8. Best results of EER.

FIGURE 9. Best accuracy value and hit rate.

other circumstances in the enrolment environment. Several

studies referred to this measure as biometric system accuracy,

as shown in Figure 9 The best accuracy of 99.7%was reported

in Study [58].

Study [70] focused on running time performance and

obtaining a response within an acceptable amount of time.

The experimental results showed that a response can be

obtained in about 10 seconds when the database consists

of 50,700 samples, as shown in Figure 9. Time consumption,

which depends on the processing speed of the equipment used

in the system, was determined to be the major factor that

affects the performance of biometric verification systems.

C. AVAILABLE DATABASES

Available databases for scientific research that are recom-

mended by companies, universities and researchers are pre-

sented in this section to enable researchers to select suitable

databases and identify several methods that can be used in

different environments, as shown in Appendix (A). Most of

the datasets were collected from different volunteers, such

as students or staff with different genders and ages. Several

datasets are available online (open access) for research pur-

poses. This classification helps researchers select appropriate

databases according to the number of samples, images cap-

tured depending on the environment (indoor/outdoor or under

artificial light or sunlight), image size, image quality, imaging

device type and other parameters.

V. DISCUSSION

The basic characteristics of this emerging field are provided

from the following aspects: motivations of using FV biomet-

ric technology in authentication systems, open challenges that

impede the technology’s utility, recommendations of authors

and future study prospects.

A. MOTIVATION

FV biometric authentication systems are products of modern

society’s effort of fulfilling requirements in many applica-

tions of human biometric authentication. Increasing require-

ments for accurate and efficient personal verification are

observed, and several of the motivations and benefits of

using FV biometric technology in authentication systems are

discussed. These motivations are identified and grouped into

categories to aid further discussions. Figure 10 displays these

motivation groups.

FIGURE 10. Types of motivations.

1) MOTIVATION RELATED TO BIOLOGICAL ATTRIBUTES

Studies [1], [40] and [63] found that biometric technology

authentication systems are extensively popular because they

provide high levels of security and reliability for individual

authentication systems. Biometric systems are more reliable

than traditional technology in security systems, which are

used for securing critical information or personal authenti-

cation, such as passwords and access cards. These types of

authentication technologies are easy to copy and replicate and

prone to counterfeiting. Thus, criminals can easily use stolen

information.

In addition, passwords and cards are usually forgotten.

By contrast, FV biometrics demonstrates numerous attributes

with regard to security purposes, such as the uniqueness of

each person and long-term stability of information during

human life. FVs are located underneath the skin and are thus

invisible to the naked eye and not prone to external dis-

tortion or modification. Moreover, biometric verification is

unique to every person [58]. Hence, biometric identification

systems are more reliable in verifying identities than other
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techniques, such as knowledge- or token-based identification

systems.

FV biometrics has the following characteristics: (1) bio-

metric information is invisible and difficult to invade and

copy; (2) provides high levels of accuracy and security;

(3) remains matchless even between twins and (4) each FV

pattern authentication differs from another even in the same

person [47], [44], [60]. Moreover, biometric information is

incomparable even between the same fingers of each hand

in the same person. Studies [25], [38], [71] and [72] found

that FV biometrics is inherent and highly reliable, can neither

be lost nor forgotten and is resistant to counterfeiting. This

technology is extremely difficult to duplicate or copy by an

attacker because the information is within the individual, and

authentication requires the presence of the person involved.

The motivation for using FV biometrics is attributed to its

natural state, uniqueness and universality [5], [52], [41], [75].

Moreover, FV biometrics has high spoofing resistance and

provides numerous advantages, such as (1) suitability and

ease of capture, (2) uniqueness of personal information,

high verification accuracy and (3) appropriateness for live

body verification only. Contact with the sensor device dur-

ing enrolment is unnecessary in an FV biometric authen-

tication system; thus, traces cannot be left on the sensor

(these traces can be used as a threat in the future) [49].

Therefore, stealing and forging biometric information are

difficult. In the verification phase of using FV biometrics,

the skin condition is not a hindrance to obtaining a clear

image; hence, FV biometrics is robust against finger surface

conditions [50], [61].

FV patterns have rich piecewise line attributes and are

stable for use, thereby clearly describing FV patterns for indi-

vidual verification [51]. Another feature is that obtaining vein

information using artificial veins rather than natural veins

is infeasible because this system depends on musculature

energy [53]. This invisibility feature provides additional secu-

rity because patterns are concealed from other individuals

or machines, unlike in other verification technologies [55].

Replication of vein patterns is difficult for intruders. Thus,

FV biometric authentication systems have higher resistance

to spoofing compared with other biometric systems. This

technology is free of the abovementioned problems. Studies

[57] and [76] revealed that FV patterns are captured inside

the finger and hence cannot be stolen or forged easily. Spoof-

ing this type of system technology is extremely difficult,

thereby rendering FV verification much safer than the widely

used fingerprint system. FV biometrics is inherently superior

in terms of accuracy, speed and security [59]. The other

favourable features of FV biometrics are its non-intrusive

nature and resistance to skin diseases (skin diseases cannot

affect vein biometric information during image capture) [61].

These types of biometric identification systems are distinc-

tive among individuals, and biological information from

FVs, such as blood pressure, oxygen concentration in the

blood and heart rate, can be obtained [69]. Moreover, human

vein texture distribution is permanent from birth and rarely

changes during the human lifetime. Thus, this security tech-

nology is robust and stable. Study [71] reported that biometric

information is highly stable (from birth to death), rarely

changes under any circumstance, is concealed underneath the

skin, invisible and not prone to external distortion, except in

cases of deep wounds or intense burns. In the authentication

phase, an individual should be present at the location of

the sensor device when he/she enrols his/her pattern to gain

access to a system [72].

2) MOTIVATION RELATED TO USABILITY AND

IMPLEMENTATION

Biometric technology can be embedded effectively in cloud

computing and the Internet of Things (IoT) because it is

highly secure and convenient for users, given that the memo-

risation of passwords is unnecessary; this technology can also

play a crucial role in various security task applications, such

as e-passports [2], [28]. FV biometrics is used in the financial

sector, such as in bank transactions and end-user verification

[4], [46], [52]. In the digital world, various applications and

users have high demands for accuracy and reliability. FV

authentication systems can be a reliable solution for verifi-

cation in public devices, such as entrance control systems

and door access. Studies [25] and [34] reported that the

application of FV biometric technology is growing rapidly

with regard to handling security issues, such as electronic

and physical access control, digital rights management, elec-

tronic commerce and background checking. To enhance secu-

rity and cybercrime prevention, technologies using human

biometrics in authentication are highly appropriate [29].

Moreover, border control, public aid/social benefits and com-

mercial projects can benefit from these technologies. FV bio-

metrics has an excellent feature, that is, using the biometric

information of an individual without his/her knowledge is

difficult [35].

In addition, this type of biometrics is widely applied to

identify and verify criminals. This technology is also used

to prevent access to sensitive systems and authorise access

to digital devices. Capturing images during individual enrol-

ment to obtain FV patterns is non-invasive and contactless,

thereby enhancing hygiene, preventing skin infections and

ensuring user convenience [37], [57], [76]. Each person nor-

mally has 10 fingers; therefore, if something unexpected

occurs to one finger, another finger can be used for veri-

fication [39]. This type of biometrics is simpler and more

efficient than fingerprint techniques [47]. Currently, tech-

nologies using FV patterns are used in various fields, such

as medical, financial, law enforcement facilities, airports and

other applications that require very high levels of security

and privacy [50], [52]. For user familiarity, FV patterns can

be captured conveniently without any contamination from

other people because touch/contact with the sensor during

enrolment is unnecessary [53].
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3) MOTIVATION RELATED TO PERFORMANCE

AND ACCURACY

During individual enrolment, touch/contact with the sensor

is unnecessary because the veins are detected by a CCD

camera through anNIR filter; as the haemoglobin in the blood

absorbs this light, the veins appear as dark lines and are thus

easily detected [2], [62]. The information embedded inside

the veins can be easily retrieved at any time by using certain

devices [46]. Such instruments can be small and portable [34].

FV biometrics has higher levels of accuracy than other human

biometric systems, such as fingerprint, iris and facial biomet-

ric systems [30].

FV biometrics has an inherent and natural connection with

user verification and therefore does not require memorisation

of any key [28]. FV biometrics has low levels of failure

during individual enrolment [37]. It has high reliability for

individual verification and low failure during enrolment and

verification. FV patterns are highly reliable because of their

low error rate, high levels of immunity against spoofing and

user convenience [38], [51], [74], [75]. Accordingly, FV bio-

metrics has elicited considerable attention from researchers

because of its combined accuracy, speed, universality and

cost efficiency [43]. Biometric information is highly avail-

able and obtainable by using cost-efficient sensor devices,

unlike the information used in other types of verification

systems. FV biometrics has several advantages over other

biometric systems (e.g. face, voice, fingerprint and iris), such

as low forgery rate, non-invasiveness and non-contact live-

body detection [53], [54], [6].

The following additional advantages provide perfect moti-

vations for using this technology.

1. High levels of security

2. Small and portable devices

3. Crucial role in various tasks related to critical appli-

cations, such as access control, individual verification and

electronic passports

FV biometrics has gained popularity over other types of

biometric systems because of its resistance to forgery, live

body detection, non-invasive data acquisition and stability

over extended periods [73].

B. CHALLENGES

Previous studies have highlighted various challenges related

to FV biometric applications. These challenges are classified

into groups and discussed along with their references to

enable readers to trace these sources and further discuss these

challenges. These challenges are shown according to their

nature in Figure 11.

1) CHALLENGES RELATED TO USER PERFORMANCE

This type of challenge involves factors that influence system

performance and the result accuracy of matching. These fac-

tors are as follows.

- User errors: The shifting and rotation of the fingers in

a sensor device during enrolment remain a major challenge

FIGURE 11. Categories of challenges grouped by nature.

in FV authentication [3], [44], [60]. This problem can reduce

verification performance because such a movement signifi-

cantly affects the matching results. Furthermore, during FV

imaging, any movement or rotation of the fingers generates

noise, which causes irregular luminance [55]. Consequently,

different segments of the finger gain different amounts of

light absorption, leading to processing errors.

- Biometric finger features: Another factor related to bio-

metrics is finger features. According to Study [37], in addi-

tion to varying thickness, certain attributes related to finger

skin affect image capture, such as pigmentation, thickness

and hair. Moreover, we can obtain information by captur-

ing images, such as the difference in thicknesses of finger

muscles, bones and texture of networks surrounding the FVs,

which produce a shadowy area [39]. Study [75] stated that the

varying thickness of finger skin results in an unequal distribu-

tion of the light that passes through the fingers; consequently,

high-quality vein patterns are difficult to capture because

veins are underneath the skin, thereby requiring sufficient

light density to be penetrated or reflected from the finger to

obtain a clear structure of the vein. Capturing high-quality FV

images remains a challenging task.

- User gender: The quality of vein lines during image

capture is insufficient because certain females lack features

that can be used during feature extraction and matching [48].

2) CHALLENGES RELATED TO

ENVIRONMENTAL INFLUENCES

Images obtained during acquisition contain noise and unequal

shadowy areas in addition to vein patterns [46], [55]. This

noise can reduce the accuracy of the verification results.

According to Study [25], the work environment influences

authentication. Therefore, environmental noise must be elim-

inated because of the sensitivity of the verification process,

thereby creating a critical trade-off between accuracy and

usability. In addition, image acquisition is affected by venous

pressure and body temperature changes; however, the centre-

line of the vein remains stable [5], [47]. FV image acqui-

sition is naturally affected by the environment, surrounding

temperature, light propagation in imaging FVs, physiological
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changes and user performance [35]. Moreover, repeated and

extended image acquisition changes the templates slightly

because noise and environmental conditions, such as temper-

ature and visible light confusion, occur due to non-uniform

lighting, low local contrast and hair and skin conditions [37].

This section discusses the influence of the environment on

image acquisition.

3) CHALLENGES RELATED TO DEVICE PERFORMANCE

The use of multi-biometrics in authentication systems

may require additional acquisition sensors [49]. Dark lines

extracted from FV images are unstable because the initial

images obtained during enrolment have low contrast and

include certain noise and non-uniform brightness [52], [53].

Typically, FV authentication techniques involve heavy and

accurate computation and analyses [69]. Therefore, hardware

devices and equipment are required to perform the process on

FV data. Matching accuracy is generally poor when FV data

contain large amounts of irrelevant information.

4) CHALLENGES RELATED TO IMAGE QUALITY

Noise elimination and other forms of image enhancement

increase computational costs and lead to unacceptable pro-

cessing rates [3], [5], [71]. Low-quality vein images affect

system performance and result in slow processing, leading

to poor system performance. Determining the same ROI

using minimal cross or intersection points is difficult, and

the accuracy of matching results is low. The most important

factor in FV authentication is image quality because low-

quality images produce fake or missing features simultane-

ously, thereby generating inaccurate results and decreasing

verification accuracy [36], [42]. Furthermore, pattern quality

is inherently affected by several factors that can be divided

into two categories, as follows:

1. External factors related to environmental illumination,

surrounding temperature, physiological changes, light pene-

tration and unpleasant user behaviour;

2. Internal factors during the image pre-processing phase

related to parameter inaccuracy, such as segmentation and

enhancement processes applied on FV images. The quality

of these images poses a serious challenge to the accuracy of

matching results, security, scalability and privacy.

Vein images acquired using infrared light contain differ-

ently shaded areas produced from variations in skin thickness

and finger bones and muscles. A significant challenge in

vein biometrics is improving the verification performance

and obtaining maximum immunity to false practices. Optical

blurring, irregular shading or noise in low-quality vein images

produces false extraction features or results in the loss of sev-

eral vein features, leading to inaccurate verification results.

The conflicts among various FV patterns in the same finger

affect verification accuracy more seriously than the similarity

of patterns of different fingers does [59]. In these patterns,

areas can be stable or unstable, and performance accuracy

is reduced. Thus, methods for improving the performance of

these regular verification systems are required.

5) CHALLENGES RELATED TO PROCESSING AND MATCHING

The most important challenge in FV authentication systems

is processing a large number of articles. Thus, frameworks

(algorithm, methods and techniques) for enhancing system

performance have been proposed. The challenges identified

from the articles examined in the present study are discussed

here. According to Studies [1], [53] and [61], the results of

vein image segmentation become unsatisfactory and highly

sensitive to noise due to low image quality. Moreover, seg-

menting a well-networked FV image is typically imprac-

tical when the image has low contrast. If the amount of

input data is large, then the system will experience overload

[2], [3], [70], [56]. Searching and verification requests in a

large database consume additional processing time. Hence,

if the database is large, then processing will become complex,

and the number of patterns in the database will not affect the

processing rate. The verification of an individual should not

lead to the detection of other individuals to achieve privacy.

The verification process can lead to low accuracy when

vein images have minimal vein intersection points [25], [57].

The most important problem is the accuracy of matching

personal verification. When several patterns have low qual-

ity, the extraction and matching accuracies are influenced

[38], [41]. The computation procedures during feature extrac-

tion from FV images are highly complex and time con-

suming [50]. Segmentation is affected by low-quality vein

images [54]. The extracted features based on an inaccurate

network lead to a decrease in the performance of the verifi-

cation system. Collecting FV data from numerous users and

maintaining the integrity of these data within FV authentica-

tion systems are challenging tasks [69]. Biometric authenti-

cation systems apply complex and heavy image processing

algorithms [72]. Moreover, powerful computers are required

to achieve suitable processing times. Biometric systems can-

not constantly achieve the high processing speed required by

real-time applications, such as in the military, which requires

nearly pressing verification [73]. Two of the most important

challenges in biometrics depend on enhancing verification

performance to obtain resistance against any attack [76]. The

main challenges include extracting robust vein features from

vein images even when these images have irregular shading

and noise and improving system efficiency.

6) CHALLENGES RELATED TO TEMPLATE

INFORMATION LEAKAGE

According to Studies [7] and [77], a crucial threat is the

leakage of biometric information, such as when repetitive

attacks are conducted using stolen information. Exchang-

ing raw biometric information to forge biometric data after

these data are stolen is infeasible. The security of authenti-

cation systems based on biometric technology is challenged

because of the information leakage of biometric templates

[28], [6]. Therefore, these systems require the security of

multi-biometric templates [27]. All biometric patterns stored

in a database that are extracted as biological biometrics

through the authentication process should be secured and
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FIGURE 12. Categories of recommendations according to audience.

protected effectively from any attack. In the real world, bil-

lions of devices are connected through networks. The issue

lies in protecting personal information and keeping these data

secure; this challenge is widely discussed in all system types,

especially authentication ones [51].

C. RECOMMENDTIONS

We briefly provide certain recommendations that were

extracted from our survey. This section aims to mitigate the

challenges encountered by developers and designers and help

these individuals produce a robust and highly accurate FV

biometric authentication system that satisfies the demands

of companies and organisations. These recommendations are

categorised into groups according to their audience, as shown

in Figure 12.

1) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR RESEARCHERS

Researchers working on biometric authentication systems

should follow various recommendations. In this section,

we divide these recommendations into sub-categories as

follows.

- Recommendations related to vein image enhancement

Studies on the vein intersection points of patterns for

solving image quality problems may have provided false-

positive verification results [25]. To create high-performance

verification systems, additional processing can be imple-

mented, thus enhancing the sharpness of FV images [5].

Therefore, improving low-quality FV features in the future

is required [69].

- Recommendations related to authentication system

protection

The most important aim of any authentication system is

security. Therefore, researchers must focus on protecting sys-

tems from attackers and the leakage of biometric information.

Moreover, security analysis can be improved through the

accurate modelling of biometric feature distributions in FV

databases [27]. According to Study [28], the efficiency and

security of verification systems, especially in cloud comput-

ing, must be improved.

- Recommendations related to authentication problem

optimisation

Searching for a method of obtaining an optimal subset

from extracted features is beneficial for personal verifica-

tion [1]. Thus, researchers must adopt problem optimisation

approaches to address these concerns [64].

- Recommendations related to processing enhancement

Researchers are recommended to use various fusion

methods together with vein shape features [46]. The entire

verification system should be improved to achieve high

performance and high matching accuracy. For the future

extended use of modelling feature extraction methods,

databases should bemanaged effectively, andmatchingmeth-

ods and the entire verification system’s performance using

various levels of fusion should be evaluated to enhance

matching accuracy [29], [35]. Furthermore, obtaining thor-

ough information from binary FV patterns results in better

performance than recent methods of predicting high and

low FV patterns; it also reduces EER accordingly [42].

The present study identified various FV network feature

extraction techniques [48]. However, research on correspond-

ing verification algorithms remains insufficient. In addition,

score-level fusion strategies other than maximum fusion

should be investigated [49].

The use of other biometrics for the fusion of FVs as another

multi-modal trait verification system has been proposed [52].

Reduction of the required computing time through exchange

pixel-based chain code extraction with a convolution-based

approach, reduction of selected reference points for dark

lines in patterns during enrolment and reduction of the size

of the feature vector are important. Study [41] discussed

and addressed the dislocation problem. Studies should be

conducted to determine whether OPM can evolve to improve

its performance after extensive system run and to explore the

capability of using neural network methodologies with other

types of biometrics [59], [62]. Study [71] focused on the use

of a greyscale intermediate filter. ROI detection and thinning

consume most of the processing time of system hardware

components.

2) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR COMPANIES

AND ORGANISATIONS

This category is related to companies and organisations, such

as banks, commercial companies and military organisations,

which use various types of authentication systems, including

FV biometric authentication. These recommendations can be

applied when a high level of security is required, such as in

military zone entry, confidential zones and ATMs [47]. Thus,

researchers should focus on enhancing user identity and data

security to reduce data system threats from any intruder and

defence against cybercrimes.

3) RECOMMENDATIONS FOR DEVELOPERS

AND DESIGNERS

This category is related to developers and designers

who aim to develop biometric authentication systems.
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Every proposed method should analyse security suffi-

ciently [7]. Moreover, various fusion techniques can be

applied to achieve improved model performance, and the

number of shares can be expanded for enhanced verification

levels [30]. Therefore, researchers should conduct security

analyses under practical use cases. Developers and designers

should focus on reducing the time cost through the pro-

posed methods [38], learn to improve functions and exam-

ine whether FVs will change or not during the lifetime of

an individual to enhance FV authentication system perfor-

mance [39]. This topic should be given sufficient attention

in future studies. Developers and designers should focus

on developing the visual attributes of FVs together with

DBC to improve performance further [41]. The accuracy

of minutiae extraction algorithms and the use of several

weighted fusion methods for feature combination should be

improved [60]. In addition, SVDMM should be applied to

other minutiae-based biometric verification schemes, such as

fingerprint and palm vein identification. The system should

be implemented on an FPGA platform using a highly power-

ful embedded processor, such as ARM, to achieve high-speed

performance [56].

D. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

After reviewing the literature used for this study, we identified

several directions for future studies suggested by previous

authors. These new directions are classified in Figure 13. This

section illustrates these suggested research directions, which

will help researchers and developers work accordingly.

FIGURE 13. Future directions.

1) FV FEATURE EXTRACTION

Study [29] used different levels of fusion and enhanced the

accuracy of feature extraction. This study stated that the

databases of biometric patterns should be effectively man-

aged to improve verification system performance. Study [66]

suggested the use of new features of extraction methods and

the creation of powerful HHsMs in the future to improve

verification systems. The anatomical study proved the diam-

eter of the FV difference from the fingertip to the finger root

and from the sub-branch to the core branch. Therefore, this

work focused on enhancing the matching and discrimination

of FVs by dividing the width of the core vein branch and

the sub-vein branch separately during the matching step [67].

Study [78] focused on FAR because of the misalignment

between FV images during enrolment and rotation of the fin-

ger, which makes feature extraction challenging. To address

this problem, a method for severe finger rotation and illumi-

nation variation should be used in future work. Furthermore,

the capability to enhance computation through the combi-

nation of multi-modal recognition, which was proposed in

this study, with scattering blur-restoration methods must be

examined to illuminate noise in FV images.

2) FV FEATURE REPRESENTATION AND RECOGNITION

Studies [25] and [69] aimed to enhance FV images for people

who lack vein intersection points to reduce false rejection

results. Study [49] investigated the feasibility of applying

score-level fusion strategies and compared the fusion of FV

with that of multi-sample recognition systems. Determining

the relationship between FV and finger dorsal with regard

to recognition could be a future direction for the authors in

Study [77].

3) FV BIOMETRIC SECURITY ISSUES

The authors in Study [7] suggested enhancing their pro-

posed scheme to enable systems to restore raw biometric

patterns and perform security analyses during actual use.

The authors also suggested enhancing security analysis by

accurately modelling FV biometric features in large fin-

ger multi-modal databases and re-estimating the suggested

cryptosystems [27]. The future work for Study [28] could

involve the means of using FV biometrics in various appli-

cations as a bio-key to enhance the security and efficiency

of key management, especially in cloud computing. The

future work for Study [31] could involve creating a large

representative database with a small variation between real

and forged patterns and conducting research using the pro-

posed database to determine the requirements of applications.

Furthermore, research in this area requires protecting match-

ing algorithms [55].

4) FV BIOMETRIC IMPLEMENTATION

The WCCD features extracted from FV images are useful in

identifying the operation to be used in selecting the optimal

subset. Study [1] focused on determining the capability of

using genetic programming and triangular norms in multi-

modal based on FV biometrics. FV technology has important

properties, such as security and reliability, compared with

other biometric types. These properties provide an oppor-

tunity to implement this technology in various applications

involving authentication and verification [40].

5) PERFORMANCE AND COMPUTING TIME

Enhancing model performance can be useful for different

fusion techniques and can increase the number of shares that

support the accuracy of the identification results [30]. Consid-

ering the development of the visibility features of FV, this task
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can be performed by combining these features with DBC and

enhancing the performance of the verification system [41].

Study [52] focused on reducing processing time, which is

achievable by replacing pixel-based chain code extraction

with a convolution-based approach and selecting minimal

points for vein line registration and comparison. Study [71]

focused on using a greyscale median filter, detecting FV

image ROI and reducing the computing time by using a

thinning process accelerated in the hardware.

VI. NEW PROPOSED SOLUTION

Security service is necessary to prevent false data injec-

tion and several types of attacks in different domains [13],

[79]–[100]. With the exception of the collected papers

reviewed in this study, a new proposed solution is described in

this section. According to what was presented in Subsection

4.2.1, 11 out of the 61 technical problems focused on security.

This problem is considered a serious challenge in this type of

technology, where the leakage of biometrics leads to serious

risks by using the stolen FV templates in various attacks,

such as spoofing and brute-force attacks. This problem affects

the reliability of the verification framework and stakeholders’

rights. To solve this problem, most previous studies used the

cryptography technique, which pertains to securing biometric

information against different threats. In general, encryption

is insufficient for protecting against the vulnerabilities and

threats arising from the weak design of systems and protocols

[101]–[107]. Moreover, encrypted data are prone to intruders,

who can decrypt secret information. Suppose that an attacker

successfully gains access to a system from a vulnerable point.

When the attacker finds unknown data (unreadable data), he

becomes sure that sensitive information exists behind these

unknown data because cryptography merely hides the con-

tent and meaning of data. The attacker can transfer these

unknown data to another system or location and attempt

to break the decryption of cipher text by using modern

programmes and techniques [108]–[112]. Thus, the confi-

dentiality of such information must be enhanced by using

data hiding techniques, such as steganography or watermark-

ing [17], [113]–[147]. The requirements needed to solve this

problem according to the definition of information security

by the international standard ISO/IEC 27002 (2005) should

also be improved. This definition states that CIA of public

information must be maintained to secure the information

and concepts of the CIA triangle (confidentiality, integrity

and availability). Moreover, the randomisation of FV features

during the creation of user FV patterns needs to be increased.

By achieving these requirements, FV information can be

protected during the enrolment stage.

To perform such a study, two steps should be followed to

develop a secure verification framework between the access

point (enrolment device) and node databases in a decen-

tralised network architecture without a central point. Firstly,

a new hybrid biometric pattern model based on a merge

algorithm could be proposed to combine radio frequency

identification (RFID) and FV biometric features to increase

the randomisation and security levels in pattern structures.

Secondly, we could develop a combination of encryption,

blockchain and steganography techniques for a hybrid pattern

model. When a pattern is sent from an enrolment device

(access point) to the node databases, this process ensures

that the FV biometric verification system remains secure

during authentication by meeting the information secu-

rity standard requirements of confidentiality, integrity and

availability.

Steganography and encryption techniques are used for con-

fidentiality in transmission channels [148]–[155]. Blockchain

technology is utilised to achieve data integrity and high avail-

ability [156]–[158]. The decentralised network architecture

makes user information available to authorised persons in

the case of network failure or disaster cases with high levels

of security. Blockchain technology is proposed to eliminate

the third party in terms of authentication. In other words,

this architecture aims to eliminate node failure and reduce

the communication and verification operations in FV bio-

metric verification frameworks when users need to acquire

services or simultaneously gain access tomultiple nodes. This

goal can be achieved by addressing the following functional-

ities: (1) user enrolment by FV patterns, (2) user membership

validation, (3) validity verification of user FV biometrics

and (4) user FV biometric cancellation from the network if

needed.

During user authentication, the user sends his or her FV

biometric pattern from the access point to the node (destina-

tion) by using blockchain technology because this technology

was developed with full properties (such as hash, ledger and

block of data). The user request is simultaneously sent to

all nodes in the network. If more than 50% of the nodes

verify this request, then the user gains access to the service.

Each node has a ledger with which to verify the blockchain.

If network failure is detected in the target node, then the

request will be shifted to another node and will follow the

same procedure. This design is beneficial for eliminating

the central point. With regard to security analysis for this

scenario, this design has the same resistance against spoofing

and brute-force attacks. An attacker needs to hack 51% of all

nodes in the network to gain access, as shown in Figure 14.

The process between the access point and node databases is

as follows:

Access point side

• FV images are pre-processed.

• FV features are extracted and converted into a binary

string.

• RFID binary features extract and convert data into a

binary string.

• Two binary strings (FV and RFID) are merged into one

string with a random distribution by using the proposed

merge algorithm.

• A hashing function is implemented on a copy of the

hybrid pattern. Hashing is sent to the node side to

achieve information integrity. This hash is transformed

in the node side through the blockchain technique.
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FIGURE 14. FV biometric verification framework in a decentralised network architecture.

• Another copy of the hybrid pattern is encrypted and sent

to the node databases as a blockchain. This pattern is

used during matching and decision-making to check if

the user is authorised (authentication process).

Node side

• An encrypted copy of the hybrid pattern is already stored

in the node databases prior to the receipt of the enrol-

ment device request. The pattern is concealed using the

steganography method.

• Upon receipt of the enrolment device request (encrypted

pattern and hashing), the hashing in the blockchain is

verified by matching the hashing with the ledger. This

ledger is used to store the user’s hashing individually in

the node database side. The matching hashing operation

is conducted for all users, except the first user (genesis

user), thereby ensuring that the information is from a

trusted source and the information has not beenmodified

by unauthorised persons.

• When the matching of the hashing result is true (the

next step proceeds), the hybrid pattern is decrypted, and

the other processing steps proceed. Otherwise, an attack

occurs in the system (user information is altered or this

information is sent from an unauthorised location).

• A split operation is performed to split the FV features

from the RFID features by using the proposed merge

algorithm in reverse.

The process in the node database background is as follows:

• The hybrid pattern from the cover (stego-image), which

exists in the node databases through steganalysis,

is extracted. The encrypted hybrid pattern information

is decrypted into plain text (binary).

• A split operation is performed to split the FV features

from the RFID features by using the proposed merge

algorithm in reverse.

• Two matching operations are performed between the

FV feature from the enrolment device side and the FV

feature extracted from the node databases; the same

operation is performed for the RFID features.

• The user is identified and verified as authorised or

unauthorised.

VII. STUDY LIMITATIONS

A limitation of this study is the number of databases used in

our search. Several criteria, such as reliability and wide rep-

resentativeness of a collection of references, were followed in

selecting these databases. The increasing progress in this field

affects the timeliness of this study. Furthermore, the overview

of research on authentication systems based on human bio-

metrics does not necessarily reflect the actual use or effects of

the system. We found that the results of this study emphasise

several problems that face FV biometric technology and need

to be addressed by the research community.

VIII. CONCLUSION

Verification medical systems based on human biometrics

are widely used in various medical applications that require

reliable verification/identification schemes. Different plat-

forms that utilise FV authentication systems with high levels

of security and low verification error rates have attracted

increasing attention. The present study contributes to extant

research by producing a taxonomy of published literature.

It differentiates the types of research conducted according to

FV biometric systems in terms of development and classifies

these studies into two categories (development of software-

and hardware-based components). Researchers can use this

taxonomy to determine gaps in FV biometric authentication

system literature. We comprehensively analysed related arti-

cles by highlighting the number of publications, problem

types, proposed solutions, best results, evaluation meth-

ods, available datasets, motivations, challenges and recom-

mendations for future studies. Several recommendations for

handling and controlling FV biometric authentication med-

ical systems are also provided. These instructions must be
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followed by developers and designers to help them create

robust and highly accurate FV biometric authentication sys-

tems that meet the demands of companies and organisa-

tions in terms of information security. Furthermore, a newly

proposed solution is explained. This solution can be imple-

mented in the future to address the leakage of biometric

information, which leads to serious risks when stolen FV tem-

plates are used. The proposed solution will be simulated and

implemented in the future to serve as a guide for researchers

who intend to verify secure framework-based decentralised

network architectures in medical systems, including access

points and various database nodes without a central point.
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